
ALL ABOUT
COMPUTER
NETWORKS



Introduction To Networking:
 The way we Learn.

The way we Communicate.
The way we Work.

 

Network is everywhere.



What is Computer Network?
 A Computer Network is a set of nodes connected by
communication links/mediums.

OR
Group of computers linked with each other which can
share data and communicate with each other .



Nodes:
A  node can be computer ,printer, or any other device
capable of sending , recieving (or both) data generated
by other nodes in the network.

Types of nodes: End Nodes
Intermediary Nodes

1.
2.



End Nodes:
Devices which are at starting or ending point of
communication are called End Nodes.

Examples: Computers
Printers
VoIP phones 
Security Cameras
Mobile Household Devices



Intermediary Nodes:
Devices which just forward the data from one node to
another.
They are generally placed between end nodes.
Examples :  Hubs

Switches
Routers
Repeaters
Firewall
Cell towers ,etc.



Media:
Media which is also called as link which connects the
nodes.
It carries the data from one node to another

Wired Media
Wireless Media

1.
2.

Types :



Cables are used to transfer data.
Data is converted into signal(electronic or light).
Examples:

1.Wired Media:
(Guided Media)

Ethernet cable  Fibre-Optic
Cable

Coaxial Cable USB cable



Wireless Media:
(Unguided Media)
Two or more devices communicate with each other without help of cable.
Air is a medium that carries data.
Data is converted into waves .
Examples:

Infrared (Short range communication - TV remote)
Radio (Bluetooth, Wi-Fi)
Microwave (Cellular System)
Satelites (Long range communication - GPS)

1.
2.
3.
4.



Diagram :



1.Find Odd One Out.
a)Desktop computers
b)Mobile phones
c)Routers
d)Printers

2.Connection Between ______ and _____ is wireless connection.
a)desktop and switch.
b)smartphones and cell towers.
c)switch and router.

Quiz time



1.Find Odd One Out.
a)Desktop computers
b)Mobile phones
c)Routers
d)Printers

2.Connection Between ______ and _____ is wireless connection.
a)desktop and switch.
b)smartphones and cell towers.
c)switch and router.

Correct option : C

Correct option : b

Answers



Classification of networks:
1.LAN (Local Area Network):

It is network that interconnects computers within a limited
geometrical area such as a residence, school, labs, university
campus or office building.
LAN comes with two varieties 1.Wired   2.Wireless
We need a central box in either way.
Central box can be a hub, switch, or router.
It provides high security.



2.LAN(Local Area Network):



2.MAN(Metropolitian Area Network):

It is a network that connects two or more computers or
communicating devices that has geographical area larger than LANs.
MANs are build for cities or towns .
Government agencies use MAN to connect to citizens and private
agencies.
In MAN various LANs are connected to each other with the help of 
connecting devices.



2.MAN(Metropolitian Area Network):



3.WAN(Wide  Area Network):
It is a network that extends over a large geographical area
such as state or countries.
A WAN not limited to a single location,but it spans over a large
geographical area through a telephone line, optics fibre or
satelite links.
In WAN all end nodes , intermediary nodes also wired as well
as wireless media is used to make a large network.



 Networking Devices
1.Hub:

Its is a book-size box with a bunch of jacks for
network cable.
It is used to setup LANs.

Working - When a information arrives at one port, it is copied to
other ports so that all devices in network can see all information.

PROS:

Cheaper than switches.
Works good for small
networks.

1.
2.

CONS:

Issues with broadcast.
No Memory.

1.
2.



It is also used to set up LAN.
Unlike hub, Switch has memory.
Switch stores MAC address table.
It sends the message to the device for which it
belongs to. Therefore, we can say that switch
sends the message directly from source to the
destination with the help of MAC address
stored in the memory. 
It improves network efficiency and security over
hubs.
It can do unicasting, multicasting, broadcasting.

2.Switch:



A router is a network layer (layer 3) device.
It connects multiple computer networks via wired or
wireless connections.
Network router can recieve , analyse , perform
traffic directing functions and forward data packets
from one network to its destination node. 
It has memory and it stores routing table.
The decision to forward data is taken on the basis
of IP address.
A router is always connected to at least two
different computer networks , say LANs or MANs or
a LAN to the ISPs network.

3.Router:



4.Repeater:
The data signal generally become weak if it tend to
travel long distance.
Repeater amplifies or regenerates the signal over
the same network and retransmits it.
It operates at physical layer.
It is 2 port device.
It is used to expand the coverage area.



TCP/IP MODEL





PHYSICAL LAYER:

2)Its main focus is to  is to on moving one
and zeroes from one end of the link to
other.

1)BIT=Is smallest representation of data that
computer can understand.Its one and zeroes.



PHYSICAL LAYER:

2)Ones and zeroes are sent across cable through
process called modulation

1)The bits are passed in form of electrical signals

Transferring of Bits



PHYSICAL LAYER:
Transferring of Bits



PHYSICAL LAYER:
Copper Wire Cabling And Duplexing

1)These Pairs are twisted to prevent
electromagnetic interference and
crosstalk.



PHYSICAL LAYER:
Copper Wire Cabling And Duplexing



 Data Link LAYER:
The protocol that we use in this layer are ethernet and WIFI

If two computers were to send data across the wire at the same
time, this would result in literal collisions of the 
electrical current representing our ones and zeros, 
leaving the end result incorrect.



 Data Link LAYER:
ETHERNET:

Ethernet, as a protocol, solved this problem by using a technique
known as carrier sense multiple access with collision detection.

CSMA/CD

CSMA/CD is used to determine when the communications
channels are clear and when the device is free to transmit data.



 Data Link LAYER:
CSMA/CD



 Data Link LAYER:
MAC ADDRESS

A MAC address is a globally unique identifier attached to an individual
network interface. 

It's a 48-bit number normally represented by six groupings of two
hexadecimal numbers.

MAC address is globally unique (281,474,976,710,656).



 Data Link LAYER:
MAC ADDRESS



 Data Link LAYER:
MAC ADDRESS



 Data Link LAYER:
UNICAST,MULTICAST,BROADCAST
UNICAST  transmission is just intended for only one receiving address
 
If the least significant bit in the first octet of a destination address is set 
to zero, it means that Ethernet frame is intended for only the destination address

MULTICAST
If the least significant bit in the first octet of a destination address 
is set to one, it means you're dealing with a multicast frame.



An Ethernet broadcast is sent to every single
device on LAN. 
This is accomplished by using a special
destination known as a broadcast address. 
The Ethernet broadcast address is all Fs.

 Data Link LAYER:
BROADCAST



 Data Link LAYER:
ETHERNET FRAME

 
Highly structured collection of information presented in specific order.



1)How many octets are there in a MAC address?

A) 5              B)4                   C)6                    D)8

2)What is a cyclical redundancy check?
 A)Mathematical calculation used to ensure that all data arrived intact

B)Way to two computers to synchronise their clocks

C)Actual data being transported by an ethernet frame



 NETWORK LAYER:

IP address is 32 bit number with 4 octets.
 

Each 8 bit octet can represent number between 0 to 255
 

This Format is known as dotted decimal notation
 

IP addresses are more hierarchical and easier to store data about
than physical addresses .
Eg.Think of IBM, which owns every single IP that has the number
9 as the first octet. 

IP ADDRESSES



 NETWORK LAYER:
IP ADDRESSES

Dynamic IP address:
These IP addresses are configured by DHCP protocol.

Static IP address
These ip address are assigned manually.

In Most cases static ip address are reserved for servers and network devices.While
dynamic Ip addresses are assigned to clients.



 NETWORK LAYER:
IP DATAGRAM



 NETWORK LAYER:
IP ADDRESS CLASSES:

CLASS A

CLASS B:
 

CLASS C:



 NETWORK LAYER:
ADDRESS RESOLUTION PROTOCOL

Protocol that is used to discover hardware address of node with a certain ip
address

ARP TABLE:  List of ip addresses and mac addresses assosciated with
them.



 NETWORK LAYER:
 ROUTING

Network routing is the process of selecting a path across one or more networks

Router:
A network device that forwards data according to the destination address of traffic



 NETWORK LAYER:
 ROUTING



 TRANSPORT LAYER:
End to End delivery of data(PORT to PORT delivery)

Transport Layer requires a Port number to correctly deliver the segments of
data to the correct process amongst the multiple processes running on a
particular host. A port number is a 16 bit address used to identify any client-
server program uniquely.

Data integrity and Error correction –
Transport layer checks for errors in the messages coming from application
layer by using error detection codes, computing checksums, it checks
whether the received data is not corrupted and uses the ACK and NACK
services to inform the sender if the data has arrived or not and
checks for the integrity of data.



 APPLICATION  LAYER:
The application layer is the highest abstraction layer of the TCP/IP model that
provides the interfaces and protocols needed by the users

The functions of the application layer ::
It facilitates the user to use the services of the network.

 
It is used to develop network-based applications.

 
It provides user services like user login, naming network devices,
formatting messages, and e-mails, transfer of files etc.



IP Address
        An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical
label assigned to each device connected to a computer
network that uses the Internet Protocol for communication.



IP Addressing
1) Classful Addressing 

2) Classless Addressing (CIDR)

1)Classful Addressing

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E

The 32 bit IP address is divided into five sub-classes. These are:





Class A : 255.0.0.0  (Which means first octet is N/W ID).

Default Mask ID

Class B : 255.255.0.0 (Which means first two octets are N/W ID).

Class C : 255.255.255.0 (Which means first three octets are N/W ID).

        If we do bitwise AND of IP address and Mask ID we
get the network ID.



   Network ID:      193      .       1        .        2        .        0

IP Address:   193.1.2.55

It's a class C IP address. So it's Default Mask ID is 255.255.255.0

IP Address : 11000001.00000001.00000010.00110111
Mask ID      : 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000
Bitwise AND -----------------------------------------------------------
Network ID: 11000001.00000001.00000010.00000000



Subnetting
        When a bigger network is divided into smaller networks, in
order to maintain security, then that is known as Subnetting.

Subnet Mask:255.255.255.10000000 i.e. 255.255.255.128

Subnet IDs : 
 

193.1.2.0
193.1.2.128



Now it's 
Demo 

Time!!!



Thankyou!!!


